TRAFFIC OVER WOODHEAD
(Part Five)
At the start of 1938 passenger trains crossing
Wood head presented much the same spectacle as in
the previous year, as described in the preceding
instalment of this series. Easily the most prominent
engines were the B17s, with 'Footballers' working from
Gorton, Leicester and sometimes Sheffield, and the
original B17s coming over from Ipswich on the
Continental. The earlier engines also appeared during
the course of receiving repairs at Gorton works, these
being from various sheds in East Anglia. As a typical
example, the first full week of the new year, beginning on
Monday 3 January, Hull City was noted on Gorton's half of
the Continental turn while Manchester City appeared on
the 8.22am Liverpool job, and the veteran Fallodon, still at
Gorton, turned up each day apart from Tuesday on the
8.41am from Manchester Central. The Suffolk Regiment
brought in the Down Continental on the first day of that
week, and after returning next day appeared again over
Friday and Saturday. This engine, originally going into
service in the spring of 1935, was based at Ipswich from
the start, and was a very frequent performer on the
Continental henceforth, its appearances being
particularly noteworthy because of the regimental name,
which at that time was very unusual on the LNER. In
between its two trips to Manchester in that first week of
January the train was worked on Wednesday and
Thursday by Clumber, another of the Ipswich regulars.
Unfortunately no notes are available for the crack
Gorton turn, namely the 2.20 Up Marylebone, but the
usual practice at this period seems to have been to use
the Footballers on this important duty, no doubt because
they were the newest engines available. The first note is
dated Friday 4 February, when Hull City brought the 3.20
over Woodhead that evening. By this time, it will be
recalled, the working of these two trains was exclusively
in the hands of Gorton, the former partnership with
Neasden discontinued. Other types seen during that first
January week were K3s, Dl I Directors, Sam Fays, and a
solitary B7, No.5035, hence a strong GC flavour despite
the introduction of so many Gresley engines. Mostly they
were to be seen on the second-link turns except for thfe
9.25am express to Hull which had always been worked
by the senior men, so as to give them a rest from the
constant lodging. Achange in the working of this train had
come about in December 1936, when it was rescheduled
to be taken out by an engine which had already been to
Liverpool earlier in the morning; this replaced the old
arrangement whereby it had been worked by an engine
coming out fresh from Gorton on a stopping train from
Guide Bridge. This was all part of the widespread
movement towards more intensive engine workings,
although the crews probably found their hours of duty
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little changed as the engine is understood to have been
remanned at Guide Bridge on the outward journey over
Woodhead. This change of diagram was overlooked in
the previous part of this article, hence it is included here.
The first available note of it is Tuesday I December 1936,
when the engine in charge was 2859 Norwich City, and it
continued throughout the week. After that however the
Directors got to work, with Marne doing all but one day
of the next week, and then Prince of Wales sharing with
Prince Albert right through into 1937, all of these
Directors of course stationed at Gorton. As is well
known, these were popular engines on the GC Section,
and regarded as more than capable of taking charge of
this lighter top-link turn. As a variation on the usual daily
theme however, Christmas Eve of 1936 witnessed the
departure from Manchester Central of 2827 Aske Hall,
officially belonging to Parkeston shed, which had recently
been through Gorton works and was probably being sent
back home on this duty; atypical example of the kind of
totally unexpected appearance which made the
Woodhead line such an interesting spectacle in those
extraordinary days.
In the light of the above changes, some amendments
need to be made to certain statements which appeared in
the previous article in this series. On page 25 of Issue 36 it
is said that Manchester United was in charge of the Hull
express on 5 February 1937, but this was not the case as
it was noted on the 8.41 am Down train from Central
station, the Hull train being taken out by Prince Albert; this
engine continued to work the latter very frequently, as it
had begun to do soon after the new working was
introduced. Manchester United on the other hand is
known to have worked the 2.20 Up to Marylebone that
same day, and it is unlikely that it would have been sent
out on an important duty such as the morning Hull
express before undertaking the arduous journey through
to Marylebone.
Likewise, the change in diagramming calls for
corrections to be made to the description of engine
workings, mostly by Directors, which appears on page
29. The notes quoted relate to dates between 4 January
and 26 July, also appearances of Zeebrugge, Somme, and
City of London in November. As in the case of Manchester
United, these refer to the 8.41 am and not to the earlier
Liverpool arrival brought in by the engine rostered for
the Hull turn. On these dates the latter was usually
worked by Directors except for the week beginning 26
July, when instead of Marne as stated the 9.25 was taken
out by Manchester City, apart from Tuesday and Saturday
when it was worked respectively by Zeebrugge and
Somme. As mentioned, the DI I s did most of the work on
this train, only occasionally giving way to B17s, though

Nottingham Forest moved about the GC Section in the prewar years, spending time at both ends of the line. It is pictured here at
Sheffield Neepsend shed.
things began to change a little towards the end of 1937,
when the latter were observed more frequently
following appearances of Manchester City on Thursday 25
November and the next day. From that date Footballers
predominated for the remainder of the year, with
Manchester United, Barnsley and West Ham United
prominent. With the start of the new year however the
Directors reasserted themselves, with Marne making at
least thirteen appearances during January, Zeebrugge
coming into the act at the end of the month and Somme
appearing later in February, together with Marne which
put in more work during that same month.
As seems so often to be the case when one has the
opportunity to study detailed notes, the apparently
random pattern of utilisation defies explanation, apart
perhaps from the fact that the less arduous nature of the
Hull turn allowed for a wider choice at the shed, and given
the notable popularity of the DI I s the running foremen
were happy to let the drivers have charge of them. At all
events it would appear that the three engines mentioned
were particularly well liked, and they continued to turn up
regularly until the middle of the year, the last noted
appearance being Somme on Monday 22 August.
Whatever the explanation underlying these events, they
provided observers with a spectacle typical of the period,
i.e. a stream of named engines coming and going all the
time, and also conspicuously on view during the turnround at Sheffield Victoria, with turning taking place at
nearby Blast Lane. Very occasionally something unusual
happened, as on Monday 10 January, when one of the
great veterans of earlier days appeared in the shape of Sir
Sam Fay, by this date stationed at Immingham. The most

likely explanation for this is that it had come to Gorton for
an unrecorded repair. It did two further trips on the 9.25
and then disappeared, presumably returning to its home
at Immingham. These three outings are quite likely to
have been the last work the grand old engine did on a
genuine Gorton top-link job. B17 Hinchingbrooke made
one of its fairly infrequent appearances the next day and
then a full week apart from Thursday beginning on 7
February. The notes very much suggest that the original
short-tender B17s were normally restricted to the lesser
duties, with Footballers preferred for the heavier work
on account of their much greater tender capacity. Less
usual therefore were the appearances of Liverpool and
Leicester City on Wednesday and Thursday I6\I7
February, these two having been recently transferred to
Gorton following aspell at Sheffield.
The engine of the 8.41 am train, formerly responsible
for working the 9.25 express as discussed, now found
other employment following its arrival at Manchester
Central, but the details are unclear. It does not appear to
have been used on any of the departures in the Sheffield
direction, and the most likely explanation is that it was
put onto a Liverpool train, taking a share in the frequent
service to that point. The change of diagram introduced
in December 1936 brought about a complete
reconstruction of the Manchester-Liverpool trains, with
Gorton-based engines now taking a major share in this
busy traffic. The BI7s and other modern types thus
began to appear regularly on the metals of the Cheshire
Lines Railway, replacing the GCRPollitt4-4-0s which had
worked these trains for many years, but of course this
story falls outside the scope of the present article. It is
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known however that the engine of the 8.41am was
double-shifted, turning out later in the day with a fresh
crew to work what is believed to have been the evening
Cleethorpes train from Manchester London Road; this
departed at five o'clock, and the engine came back on a
Hull-Manchester express which arrived in Manchester
Central at 9.40. The first three weeks of January saw
Fallodon doing most of the work on this diagram,
including a sequence of five days from Monday the 17th
another example of the short-tender B17s being put onto
lesser duties by this date. Fallodon had of course put in a
great many years of work on the best turns, along with
the other original B17s based at Gorton, but the task of
ensuring that the small tenders were sufficiently fully
coaled for the long-mileage jobs was always a
troublesome process, and no doubt all concerned were
pleased when the much larger LNER tenders eventually
came on the scene. One or two of the originals had
already left Gorton by the beginning in 1938, and Fallodon
was not long in following them, being moved to Norwich
at the end of February. It was the end of a long story for
No.2816, as it had worked continuously in Manchester
since being sent there as a brand-new engine in the
autumn of 1930, and its disappearance from the
Woodhead line must surely have been noticed by all who
were in touch with what was taking place.
Following its departure the 8.41 am diagram came to
be worked foratimebyB2 City of London, the last of this
once-renowned Class to remain at Gorton; to the
present-day reader this may appear as something of a
backward step in view of the availability of so many
modern Gresley engines, but in reality the Sam Fays had
always been popular at Gorton. However it did not
remain for very long on the turn, being replaced quite
abruptly by the Directors, with Zeebrugge taking over on
Monday 7 March, and its usual Class DI I companions
also making some appearances thereafter.
As already briefly mentioned, it was the occasional
practice at this time for Gorton to use newly-repaired
B17s on various lesser jobs, including the first part of the
8.41am diagram. Hence the morning of Saturday 19
March saw Somerleyton Hall in evidence at Central
station, having just been released from works, and
Woodbastwick Hall, a Stratford engine, appearing
similarly on Friday 25 March, ex-works the previous
Saturday, but there is no indication of whether they were
also in charge of the evening half of the diagram. It is
known that Gorton works often encountered
considerable difficulty in getting the B17s back into full
running order, apparently experiencing trouble with
overheated axleboxes, which sometimes necessitated a
return to the shops, so they would not be expected to
work two trips over Woodhead unless all concerned
were satisfied that they were in good order. On the other
hand, changes of engine could take place for no very
obvious reason, as for example on Tuesday S April when
Somer/eyton Hall replaced City of London on the evening
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working, the former now presumably fully reinstated in
traffic and still allocated to Gorton at this time.
The I 1. 16am arrival in Manchester Central was a
return journey from Sheffield starting at 9.58 from
Victoria, but full details of the diagram are unclear. The
most probable outward trip would have been on the
5.25am mail and newspaper train from London Road,
which called at all stations over Woodhead except for
one or two of the lesser places such as Dunford Bridge,
getting to Sheffield Victoria at 7.20. No doubt running at
too early an hour to be familiar to most observers, this
was a heavy train, with the frequent restarts on the
Lancashire side of Woodhead requiring plenty of hard
work from the engine. There was hard work also at the
other end of the train, where two guards were needed to
throw out the numerous newspapers en route. The
testing nature of this assignment was probably the reason
why it was being regularly worked by a K3 2-6-0 by the
start of 1938, and had indeed been so worked during
much of the previous year. Most of the engines seen
during the first few weeks of 1938 were from the batch of
new K3s sent to Gorton not long before, with No. 3820
starting off on Monday 3 January and continuing for the
next three days. Then in the following week it was the
turn of No.3821, while from 17 January 3820 shared with
3815, the former in charge from Monday to Wednesday
and its opposite number taking over for the rest of the
week. This extended spell of K3 appearances was broken
only on three occasions, two of them involving 5435 Sir
Clement Royds, which was under repair during January
and took charge on the last day of the month, appearing
again exactly a week later on Monday 7 February. There
had also been an earlier appearance of a 'stranger,' this
being C4 5362 on Friday 7January, which was attached to
Annesleyshed.
The regular K3 sequence came to an abrupt end from
Thursday 17 February when 2864 Liverpool turned up;
this was the day after it had made its solitary appearance
on the morning Hull express, and was only a few weeks
after its transfer to Gorton from Sheffield. Next day,
almost predictably, it was the turn of Leicester City, and
this was the beginning of a long spell of working by this
engine, which had also been at Sheffield at the same time
as its companion; so it seemed that yet another Gorton
turn had been taken over by the all-conquering B17s,
though the use of a Footballer on a secondary job of this
kind seems to have been quite exceptional. The 9.58 out
of Sheffield was not a particularly fast train, its schedule
including a call at Crowden, a place which because of its
fairly remote location alongside Woodhead reservoir
normally saw little in the way of traffic. It would have
been an easy assignment for any of Gorton's GC engines,
and the appearance of Bl 7s is an indication of how
numerous they were by this date. The sight of a recentlybuilt engine such as Leicester City must have made people
wonder when the BI7 invasion was going to stop, or
whether it was set to continue until virtually all the fast

and intermediate passenger traffic was in the hands of
these seemingly ubiquitous 4-6-0s. Curious also is the
continuous use of the same engine during this period.
Gorton was not short of Footballers, but as already
mentioned they were used chiefly on the longer-distance
jobs, so the appearance of one of them on this rather
unimportant train was definitely strange, and must have
given rise to some speculation at the time.
Then, just as suddenly and inexplicably as before,
Leicester City disappeared in favour of further K3 engines,
with No.2467 doing two full weeks from Monday 25
April, apart from 4 May when Hull City was rostered. This

Edward Fraser a full week from 20 June, and Sir Berkeley
Sheffield on Saturday 9 July. The B7 4-6-0s, which had
taken very much a back seat after the arrival of the K3s,
also managed a few appearances on this job, probably
deputising for the first-choice engines as they had so
often done in the past. No.5034 did three days from
Monday 27 June, and then after Walter Burgh Gair had
done the first three days of the following week an
interesting development took place when No.5053 of
Class B6 appeared on the turn, all three of this Class
being now at Neepsend after being moved about
between various sheds in the preceding years. These

At Beely Woods, K3 3815 of Gorton heads towards Manchester with an express.
change was quickly followed by another surprise, when
the working of this diagram was reorganised so that
Sheffield engines were now in evidence. The transfer
apparently took place in the week beginning 16 May, and
typically enough the new arrangement was made very
apparent to watchers by the fact that the 9.50 came into
Manchester Central behind Atlantic 3287. The same
engine turned up the next day, and then on Wednesday it
was the turn of another Neepsend stalwart, No.4420,
this engine a veteran of hundreds of trips over Woodhead
down the years. After that however the use of Atlantics
was discontinued, and from then on Neepsend employed
Directors, beginning with 5508 Prince of Wales for the
rest of that week. The Directors never seem to have
achieved quite the same popularity at Sheffield as at the
Lancashire end, and their extended spell in charge of this
train suggests that the turn was considered insufficiently
onerous to justify the use of an Atlantic, especially as
several of the earlier Directors were observed - Prince
Henry on Tuesday 24 May, Purdon Viccars on I June, Sir

engines were unanimously regarded as the best 4-6-0s
built at Gorton, but like so many of Robinson's bigger
designs they have seldom received any recognition in
print.
Towards the end of 1938, unfortunately, the notes
become much more sparse, and the last records of the
I 1. 16am working are of two Sam Fays, City of Chester
noted on Monday 5 December and City of Manchester on
the succeeding Friday; engines of this Class do not appear
to have been much used on the turn, but by contrast they
appeared very frequently indeed on the 12.17pm arrival
in Central, and it is to the notes of this train that we now
turn.
The engine utilisation pattern was very similar to the
11.16, with the job being switched from Gorton to
Sheffield at the same time, so that a run of frequent
appearances on the part of 5428 City of Liverpool took
place from Monday 16 May. Prior to that date Gorton had
made use of the usual mixture of K3s and B17s, with the
regular trio of DI I Directors also taking a share, the last
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Gorton engine noted before the switch-over being K3
3819. From this time onwards the train was worked by
GC types, with the B17s disappearing completely from
the diagram, none of this Class now remaining at
Neepsend. The 12.17 arrival was a slower train than the
11.16, making calls at Deepcar, Hadfield and Dinting as
well as the usual stops at Penistone and Guide Bridge.
Gorton's spell of work on the train between January
and May saw a few appearances of City of London at the
very start, and although this engine disappeared
altogether from the train after Friday 14 January the Sam
Fays were back on the scene when the diagram changed
over. The continuing use of these 4-6-0s on this
Wood head working shows that they were still very much
in favour with the GC crews and Running Foremen,
contrary to so much that has been written in criticism of
them. Neepsend had other turns over the much easier
roads to Nottingham, Cleethorpies and York, and could
have restricted the Sam Fays to these routes had they
chosen to do so.
With the disappearance of City of London taking place
as described, the first engine to take over the 12.17pm
diagram was K3 2438, which was in charge for the whole
of the following week, but then from 24 January came
the turn of the inevitable B17s, the first one noted being a
stranger, 2819 We/beck Abbey of Cambridge shed, only
recently released from the works. It was followed next
day by none other than Leicester City, already mentioned
in this article working the 11.16 arrival later in the year.
The engine had been transferred in from Sheffield only
the day before, and with further appearances on the
12.17 being noted through to mid-February it would
appear that Gorton deliberately kept it to the secondary
workings as a matter of policy. As already remarked,
such utilisation must have struck observers as distinctly
strange when we bear in mind that it was one of the most
modern engines stationed in Manchester. The notes in
fact show that when it was not working the 12.17
diagram it usually appeared on the earlier turn, at least up
to mid-April when it went into the works for repair. The
probable explanation is that it may well have been
received from Sheffield in fairly worn condition and
would thus be barred from the more important trains.
Soon after returning to traffic at the end of June it was
moved away to Leicester, so the truth could well have
been that even in ex-works condition it was still an
unpopular engine; though few observers are likely to
have been aware of it, the B17s were generally not a
popular Class at Gorton in spite of their numbers, and
the brief stay of Leicester City is much in keeping with the
general feeling towards these engines.
Other B17 appearances on the 12.17 included two
other ex-works examples, 2818 Wynyard Park following
a repair in March, and Huddersfieid Town likewise in April.
The former, a Cambridge engine, appeared for four
consecutive days from Tuesday 22 March, while the
Footballer turned up on Tuesday 19 April, evidently put
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on the train as part of the preparation for its return to
Leicester. With Neepsend taking over the working four
weeks later, this appears to have been the last time the
train was hauled by a BI7. Now the job was largely
divided between Directors and Sam Fays, the latter
especially prominent as already mentioned. After the
working had been inaugurated by City of Liverpool, City of
Chester appeared on Tuesday 24 May and continued for
the rest of the week apart from Thursday, while City of
Manchester came over on Monday 22 June. City of London
also made a few appearances at the beginning of that
month, presumably on loan from Gorton. When one of
the Sam Fays was not in evidence the replacement was
nearly always a Director, especially a D10 with most of
this Class now stationed in Sheffield, though from 1937 a
pair of DI Is had been transferred there, these being
Mons and Prince of Wales; the former appeared for the
first time on Thursday 12 May, and Prince of Wales
likewise on 26 May, also a Thursday, these being very
infrequent appearances. Occasional B7s turned up 5034 on 23 June and 5037 the following Wednesday, and
there were even a few odd sightings of B5s, a type
seldom seen on Woodhead passenger turns by this date.
No.5187, officially of Immingham shed, was noted on
Thursday 30 June, 5183 on 5 July, and 6069 on Friday 30
July. The latter two were Sheffield-based engines, having
been in Yorkshire for two years following the general
migration of Class B5 engines away from Lincoln. The last
record of the 12.17, dated 9 December, was of another
infrequent DI I appearance, this time Butler-Henderson,
which had been transferred to Neepsend during the
summer.
Despite the detailed nature of the notes quoted
above, nothing is known for certain of the return portions
of these two diagrams after the Sheffield engines had
taken charge in May. The only regular passenger train
leaving Manchester at the start of the afternoon was the
12.40 to Cleethorpes, which departed from London
Road, but as far as is known this was always a Gorton
turn. It is possible that the engines may have been
diagrammed to continue through to Liverpool, perhaps
with a change of crew at Guide Bridge, in which case they
would return over Woodhead much later in the day.

This necessarily much reduced survey of the
Woodhead locomotive scene as it stood for much of
1938 gives us, thanks to the meticulous notes kept by
observers in Manchester, a fairly clear idea of what was
happening, even if in some cases our knowledge of the
diagrams is less than complete. We have already
remarked on the obvious prominence of the B17s, a
design originally intended for the restricted routes of the
GE Section but used with increasing frequency on the
Great Central lines, and the large-tender variant of 1936
specifically introduced for the latter. These, together
with a few of the original GE-inspired type, were now to

be seen on all classes of passenger train except the purely
local services, and even on these they sometimes turned
up at weekends. So it was that at any time on a typical day
the observer positioned anywhere between Sheffield
and Manchester could expect to see a B17 come through
sooner or later, whether at the head of one of the main
expresses or on one of the lesser lights such as those just
described. And not only were Gorton engines to be seen
of course, but any engine of the entire Class as they
passed through the shops at Gorton works; we have seen
a few examples of these above. Compared with the norm
of only two or three years before it was as complete a
take-over as could be imagined. Keeping all this in mind,
together with the constant appearances of Robinson
engines, one can see the force of the remark quoted
earlier in this series of articles, to the effect that the
Woodhead line was by some margin the most interesting
of the main routes radiating from Manchester; and with
the construction of Class B17 having finally come to a
close in the spring of 1937 it must have seemed by the
following year that the stage was now set for a long and
settled spell of working by the now very familiar Gresley
4-6-0s. In fact nothing could have been further from the
truth.
Even before the year was out the first signs of yet
another change made themselves known, one that was
soon to sweep away the B17s, at least as far as the main
expresses were concerned, and had not the outbreak of
war intervened might have established a completely new
order of things on the GC Section. The first
unmistakeable sign of this came in late September when
apparently without any prior warning 2558 Tracery was
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transferred from Grantham shed to Gorton. The
appearance of this locomotive at the head of the 8.20am
Marylebone express on Monday 26 September, and its
return from Leicester on the 10am MaryleboneBradford train must have been greeted with
astonishment by any observer who happened to be on
hand, and likewise the next day when it worked the same
diagram. Pacifies had of course appeared spasmodically
on GC metals in the past, but these were invariably
fleeting visits, usually connected with special workings of
one kind or another, such as on Grand National day for
example. This time it quickly became apparent that the
arrival of Tracery was no chance occurrence, for the
engine settled down almost immediately to regular trips
between Manchester and London, with Gorton crews on
the footplate. Curiously however, on Tuesday 27
September the 3.20 Down was brought into Manchester
by a Neasden Director, Gerard Povvys Dewhurst,
presumed to have deputised for the usual B17.
The surprise occasioned by the appearance of a
Pacific in regular use on the GC lines is understandable,
yet for those who kept themselves in touch with what
was taking place the arrival of this Class AI engine should
not really have been entirely unexpected. The
construction of new A4s had been proceeding apace,
accompanied by a blaze of publicity, so it must have been
fairly obvious that the East Coast line was eventually
going to finish up with more Pacifies than it could
realistically make use of. And very much more crucial was
the fact that on certain trains the B17s were beginning to
struggle, especially of course on the punishing gradients
of Woodhead. Any reader of the contemporary Railway
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Tracery is on the Up road at Sheffield Victoria in September 1938. Photo by RJ. Hughes.
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V2 4828 is pictured at the Down end of Sheffield Victoria, shunting vans while awaiting its return to Manchester.
Magazine would have been fully aware of the latter
situation as several references to it were published, but it
seems that these announcements were afterwards
forgotten in the mists of time, for when the matter was
adverted to in an article published in the SIS journal of
some years ago, the suggestion that the B17s were not
fully up to the job of timing the Marylebone expresses
was greeted with a small storm of protest. Such was the
strength of feeling on the matter that attempts were even
made to controvert what was said in plain black and
white in the Railway Magazine. The idea was also put
forward that the later series of B17s were really intended
for the GE Section and that their allocation to Gorton and
other GC Section sheds was no more than a temporary
expedient. Such reactions testify no doubt to the regard
in which the B17s were held but are hardly helpful from a
seriously historical point of view. The fact was that having
been built new for work on the GC Section, No. 2848 and
the engines that followed were beginning to be
transferred to East Anglia by the start of 1939, hence had
enjoyed a remarkably short career as the premier
passenger type on the Great Central. Some of course
remained to be used on the secondary trains, and the
Continental would always be a B17 turn, but they were
no longer seen as suitable for the Marylebone trains.
Reverting to what was happening out on the road,
Tracery made what is thought to have been its first
journey to Marylebone on Friday 30 September,
returning next day on the 3.20 Down. A photograph was
published in the Railway Magazine of December showing
it at Marylebone station, waiting to depart from Platform
4, and this was accompanied by an explanation of its
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appearance and that of other Pacifies on the GC Section,
though apart from Tracery the other references are to
special workings of one sort or another, as the text itself
makes clear. There is however a statement (p.463) to the
effect that 2552 Sansovino was stationed at Gorton
alongside Tracery, but as far as is known this is incorrect.
The particular interest of this brief insertion in the Railway
Magazine is that it appears to be the first occasion on
which a change of motive power on the GC lines
received a mention in print.
The short item also makes reference to the
appearance of Green Arrows on the GC. They had
already been making themselves known on the southerly
parts of the Section, working principally from York and
Doncaster, but had not up to this time ventured onto the
Woodhead route as far as is known. However on I
October No.4798, previously stationed at New England,
arrived at Gorton as part of the permanent allocation, the
intention clearly being that it would work opposite
Tracery on the through Marylebone turn. Unfortunately
few notes have survived for this period, and the first
record of it that we have is dated 18 October, when it
brought the 3.20 Down into Manchester, and was
presumably working regularly during that week as it was
seen again four days later, on Saturday 22 October. It
does not appear to have worked continuously to
Marylebone at this early stage, as on Monday 10 October
the 3.20 had come into Central station behind
Manchester United, whereas the Pacific was noted as
working from Marylebone the next day. Footballers
continued to appear from time to time on the London
turn, these engines now being assigned to act as cover in

the event of a failure. Manchester City was in charge of the
3.20 Down on Monday 24 October, arriving an hour late
evidently as a result of some interruption to the normal
workings.
Following its appearance on the day of the
photograph, Tracery was noted on the same turn on I I
October as mentioned above, and also on 29 October,
while in between 4798 was seen on Tuesday 18 October,
this being the only sighting of the Green Arrow during
that eventful month. Tracery was observed again on
Tuesday I November and once more on the following
Saturday, but sadly there are no further records for that
month until Wednesday 29th, when No.4798 was noted.
The Green Arrow was seen again on Saturday 3
December, and yet again the following Friday, these
movements very much suggesting that it was working
according to the normal schedule for this diagram, i.e.
operating turn-and-turn about on the two expresses,
including the through Sunday workings. The last
observations for that year were of Tracery on 27
December, and on the following Saturday, which as well
as being the end of the year was also the end of the week
for the crew. All the foregoing notes relate to the Down
turn, i.e. the 3.20pm from Marylebone.
The RCTS Railway Observer of January 1939 carries a
note to the effect that Tracery and No.4798 were now
working seven days a week on the Manchester-London
service, the Sunday evening Down train being
exceptionally heavy; it was this which had proved the
supreme test for the BI7s, with the severe climb from
Sheffield to Woodhead tunnel of course coming at the
end of the long and arduous journey from Marylebone.
An extra coach was often added at Sheffield to
accommodate additional passengers, and the train is
remembered as being as much as ten minutes behind
time on arrival in Manchester. These difficulties
immediately disappeared with the debut of the two larger
engines, and not surprisingly the crews quickly took to
them. The stage was set for further developments of the
same kind.
Before leaving the year 1938 however a further
curiosity deserves to be mentioned. This was the most
unexpected appearance of 6164 Earl Beatty during the
first week in November, noted on the 3.20 Down on
Tuesday and Thursday, apparently working opposite
Tracery, and hence doing at least one balancing trip on the
2.20 Up. It was officially stationed at Immingham at the
time and is not recorded as being under repair in the latter
part of 1938, so its sudden appearance on this most
important of GC Section expresses is a complete
mystery, all the more so as at this date it was still in original
condition, its conversion to Caprotti valve-gear not being
carried out until the following year. The Class B3 engines
had never played much part in the Gorton senior
workings during the LNER years, and why No.6164
should have been turned out for this job in preference to
one of the various Gresley types that were to hand casts a

curious light on the rostering arrangements.
So with the new year getting underway the watchers
of Woodhead were able to regale themselves with
regular observations of both a Pacific and a Green Arrow
on the two best trains, although a few Footballers still
continued to appear as substitutes. For example on
Saturday 14 January West Ham United came through on
the 3.20 Down, and Liverpool did likewise on 23 February,
which was a Thursday. Following the appearance of the
former No.4798 worked the 3.20 on Monday 16 January
and again two days later, with Tracery seen on the
intervening day. The Pacific was also seen on Saturday 4
February.
Further developments were now in the offing. On
Wednesday I March 4474 Victor Wild was observed on
the 3.20 Down; it had been transferred to Gorton only a
few days previously, following long and honourable
service at Kings Cross, where it had at one time been
much associated with the through workings to
Newcastle and Scotland. Hardly had the linesiders time
to get their breath after this latest surprise than 4478
Hermit was seen bringing the 3.20 into Manchester on
Saturday 11 March, reaching Central station five minutes
late. This engine, following long spells at Doncaster and
Grantham, is listed as transferred to Gorton at the start
of that month, and clearly little time was lost in putting it
to work on the Marylebone turn. V2 4798 no longer
appears in the notes after this date, and may well have
gone for repair, with one of the Pacifies taking its place.
Hermit made further appearances on Thursday 23 March
and Saturday 8 April, apparently working with some
regularity to Marylebone and back; on the latter
occasion, which was Easter weekend, the train was made
up to 14 coaches, an immense load by GC Section
standards and well beyond the capacity of a B17.
The very few notes of the Marylebone diagram that
are available for the spring and summer of 1939 suggest
that the work was now being done on a regular basis by
Pacifies, with 4473 Solario arriving to swell the numbers
on I May. It was noted for the first time on the last
Saturday of that month. However despite the presence
of so many 4-6-2s at Gorton other engines still appeared
occasionally; an unusual emergency had arisen on Friday
21 April when after Tracery had been replaced by
Doncaster Rovers, presumably on the Up train of the
previous day, the B17 also failed and the express was
brought into Manchester by 5510 Princess Mary, the first
time for many months that a Director had been seen in
charge of the 3.20 Down. Hull City brought in the latter
on Friday 12 May, though the train consisted of only 6
coaches, which was rather more typical of GC Section
loadings. Then on Wednesday of the following there was
another substitution, with Nottingham Forest arriving in
Manchester; this was a Neasden engine at the time, so
there had evidently been a failure at the other end of the
line; this engine did another round trip on Friday and
Saturday 2\3 June, and was at this time being retained as
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standby engine at Neasden Loco, where it was
apparently kept in spotless condition according to the
Railway Magazine of November. The same of course was
true of Gorton's Pacifies, and many are the recollections
of Tracery and the others pounding over Woodhead in
immaculate condition.
Although No.4798 had apparently vanished from the
scene the Green Arrows were not long absent from the
Woodhead line, for several brand-new examples of the
Class were drafted to Gorton during the spring. 4828
arrived in May, and 4832 and 4833 the following month.
There are no records of them doing any work on the
Marylebone turns, so the impression is that they were
restricted to the less important jobs, notably the 9.25am
Hull train which they took charge of from Friday 16 June,
when No.4832 was observed leaving Manchester
Central. The trio of Green Arrows worked this train
virtually continuously almost through to the outbreak of
war, the last record being of 4832 on Friday 18 August.
Yet despite the influx of these highly capable 2-6-2s the
Pacific invasion was still not quite finished, for during that
same month Gorton took yet another of Class AI on its
strength, this time 2554 Woolwinder, once of Grantham
shed. However Victor Wild was transferred to Leicester
at the same time, so the number of Pacifies remained at
four. Nevertheless, including the B17 which was needed
to take charge of the Continental, Gorton had virtually
enough motive power to equip the senior link, with the
Green Arrows of course available as very capable
substitutes should the need arise.
All in all these things represented a comprehensive
change of engine power such as could hardly have been
imagined twelve months or so previously. At some stage
a decision had evidently been taken to turn over all of the
main GC Section passenger work to the Pacifies and 2-62s, except of course for turns such as the Continental
where the use of a B17 was unavoidable. A number of the
latter were therefore retained at Gorton but those
fortunate individuals who observed the Woodhead scene
regularly at this period could hardly have failed to notice
that one or two favourites had now disappeared from the
line, with the talismanic Manchester United being sent to
Cambridge in March, and thus unlikely to be visiting
Manchester ever again. Manchester City made its farewell
in May, though remaining on the GC Section at Leicester,
and other Footballers also departed. By the summer the
only remaining engines of the Class were Liverpool,
Barnsley, Doncaster Rovers and Nottingham Forest, the first
two having escaped the cull and the latter sent to
Manchester subsequently. However the blow was to
some extent softened by the continuing appearance of
B17s following repairs at Gorton works; even in the final
week of peace 2837 Thorpe Hall, a Norwich engine from
new, was noted running in on the Monday, bringing the
8.40am stopping train into Central, and next day the
same train was headed by one of Leicester shed's
stalwarts, 2854 Sunderland. Both engines must have been
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ready to return to normal traffic, for by this date the 8.40
diagram was usually worked by one of Gorton's better
locomotives. Liverpool did a full week starting 10 July, and
the V2s were also noted, with 4798 back in action again
on Thursday 27 July and the next day, and 4833 doing the
first five days of the following week. This turn is believed
to have involved an out-and-back trip to Liverpool
Central.
Other B17s repaired at Gorton during the summer of
1939 included 2838 /Vie/ton Hall, released from the
works on 15 July, also No.2805, now of course named
Uncolnshire Regiment, back in traffic a week later, and
2833 Kimbolton Castle likewise on 3 August. By this date
the number of B17s coming to Gorton for repair had
been somewhat reduced, with a good many engines now
being overhauled at Stratford, but as can be seen from
the above references there were still enough of them
about to add plenty of interest to the local spectacle,
especially of course as they often turned up on local
stopping trains during the early stages of running in.
So far as the regular work of the B17s was concerned,
they continued to appear without fail on the Continental
right through to the outbreak of war. It would probably
be true to say that few LNER expresses were worked
more consistently by B17s once the Class had settled
down to regular work on the turn about 1932, and the
diagramming itself never varied, with Gorton and Ipswich
engines and crews working opposite each other on a
daily lodging basis. As the notes quoted earlier in this
series of articles will show, Ipswich usually provided two
engines, one of them doing the first and last round trip,
and the other the WednesdayYThursday turn, while
Gorton normally used the same engine all week, though
there were frequent variations. The only change was in
the locomotives themselves, for whereas up to 1939
Footballers had of course been restricted to the Gorton
half of the turn, they now began to make some
appearances from the Suffolk end, with Sheffield
Wednesday and Doncaster Rovers now working out of
Ipswich. These two engines were continuously in charge
for four consecutive weeks from 3 July. Undoubtedly this
was because, as at Gorton three years earlier, the large
LNER tenders made the task of coaling much easier. Both
Up and Down Continentals, passing over Woodhead
during the afternoon, were ideally timed for observation,
and the abrupt withdrawal of the express during the first
week of hostilities symbolised as clearly as anything
possibly could the switch from the carefree days of peace
to the years of austerity to come.
For sheer consistency howeverthe record of the GN
Atlantics on the Woodhead expresses cannot be
bettered. Very few notes have survived for the final
months of peace, but they are enough to show these
remarkable engines still faithfully working the HullLiverpool services. No.3287 was noted on the 4.48pm
Up express on Tuesday 21 February and again on
Thursday 4 March, while 4412 appeared on the 10.30pm

Up Mail on Friday 24 March. Further scattered notes
show Atlantics Nos.3273 and 3284, with another
appearance of No.4412 Friday 26 May. The last-named
had been stationed at Neepsend since 1925, and even by
that date engines of the Class were already wellestablished on these trains. At Gorton Directors, Sam
Fays, B17s, Pacifies and Green Arrows might come and
go, but the Sheffield Atlantics continued to turn up year in
and year out on what were in effect the shed's hardest
assignments. Their record speaks for itself.
The final week of peace was notable for one
particularly nostalgic occurrence, namely that after many
months of almost uninterrupted work by Green Arrows
and other Gresley types, the 9.25am Hull express was
worked for five consecutive days from Monday 28
August by the old Gorton favourite Marne, which had
come back to Manchester in January after a short spell at

Neepsend late in 1938. These were its only noted
appearances on the turn for the whole of 1939, and they
constitute in effect the last work done by a Director on a
Gorton top-link job, hence this is an appropriate note on
which to close this account.
Footnote: The detailed overview which has appeared
in the successive parts of this article could never have
been attempted without access to the notes compiled at
Manchester Central by the late Eric Rose and his friends
in that part of the world. Eric went to the great trouble of
making a complete copy of the very extensive notes
many years ago specially for the use of the present
author, and the debt of gratitude thereby owed to him
can hardly be expressed in words. Further detail can be
found in his book The IMS and LNER in Manchester,
published in 1987.

This photograph of V2 4879 was taken in the postwar era but is included to show a typical view of Dunford Bridge as the tram prepares
to set off for Manchester. The Up platform can be seen in the background, and the houses above the locomotive were occupied by
railway staff; there was little else to be seen at this isolated spot. Photo on 15 September 1946 by H.C. Casserley.

